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Abstract: Charles Darwin’s original intuition that life began in a “warm little pond” has for the last
three decades been eclipsed by a focus on marine hydrothermal vents as a venue for abiogenesis.
However, thermodynamic barriers to polymerization of key molecular building blocks and the
difficulty of forming stable membranous compartments in seawater suggest that Darwin’s original
insight should be reconsidered. I will introduce the terrestrial origin of life hypothesis, which combines
field observations and laboratory results to provide a novel and testable model in which life begins as
protocells assembling in inland fresh water hydrothermal fields. Hydrothermal fields are associated
with volcanic landmasses resembling Hawaii and Iceland today and could plausibly have existed
on similar land masses rising out of Earth’s first oceans. I will report on a field trip to the living and
ancient stromatolite fossil localities of Western Australia, which provided key insights into how life
may have emerged in Archaean, fluctuating fresh water hydrothermal pools, geological evidence
for which has recently been discovered. Laboratory experimentation and fieldwork are providing
mounting evidence that such sites have properties that are conducive to polymerization reactions
and generation of membrane-bounded protocells. I will build on the previously developed coupled
phases scenario, unifying the chemical and geological frameworks and proposing that a hydrogel
of stable, communally supported protocells will emerge as a candidate Woese progenote, the distant
common ancestor of microbial communities so abundant in the earliest fossil record.
Keywords: origin of life; hydrothermal systems; progenote; microbial communities; stromatolites

1. Introduction
Most workers investigating the origin of life confine their horizons to theoretical papers,
computational models or laboratory simulations that use a narrow spectrum of commercial reagents
reacting in buffered aqueous solutions. The results are then related to prebiotic conditions with the
assumption that laboratory or in silico results can plausibly occur in the early Earth environment.
A complementary approach is to visit sites that are analogs to candidate venues for biogenesis. Such
fieldwork broadens our perspective by providing a more realistic assessment of the actual conditions in
which physical and chemical reactions progressed toward life’s beginning approximately four billion
years ago. Furthermore, geologists familiar with the most ancient, Archaean fossil sites can interpret
the rock record and provide knowledgeable advice about geochemical conditions to guide model
building and laboratory experiments.
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feeding on the communities. The organisms that form stromatolites cause carbonate minerals to
precipitate in distinctive layers, forming structures that can be preserved for billions of years in the
fossil record.
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Figure 2. (Left) Underwater view of stromatolites in Hamelin Pool, Shark Bay, Western Australia
Figure 2. (Left) Underwater view of stromatolites in Hamelin Pool, Shark Bay, Western Australia (credit:
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Figure 3. (Left) Author photos of microbial mats growing on exposed rocks at Gallery Hill; and
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Figure 3. (Left) Author photos of microbial mats growing on exposed rocks at Gallery Hill; and
(Center) and (Right) hydrating a mat and testing its plasticity.
(Center) and (Right) hydrating a mat and testing its plasticity.
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Figure 4. Author photos of rock next to an impression of its earlier resting place on Gallery Hill

Figure 4. Author photos of rock next to an impression of its earlier resting place on Gallery Hill (Left);
(Left); microbial community in moist sediments beneath it (Center); and view of rock underside
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The above speculation by Charles Darwin on where and how life might have begun is prescient
and deeply insightful: a warm little pond in which a useful polymer forms and evolves to ever
increasing complexity of structure and function. By expanding Darwin’s insight with today’s
knowledge of chemistry and biochemistry, it is possible to propose a novel scenario for the origin
of cellular life in a small, hot, cycling pool [27]: A source of energy acts on a mixture of simple organic
compounds to produce a large number of random polymers. By chance, a few rare polymers happen to form
protocells defined as functional systems which are encapsulated within membranous compartments that are
subject to combinatorial selection. The encapsulated polymer systems continuously cycle within a kinetic trap in
which the rate of synthesis exceeds the rate of hydrolysis [28,29]. Over a large number of such cycles, populations
of protocells emerge that are capable of growth and replication. Combinatorial selection of protocells that are
better able to survive environmental stresses and more efficient in capturing energy and nutrients, drives the
evolution of populations toward the first primitive forms of life.
It is difficult to imagine how the above scenario could be applied to an origin of life at marine
settings such as hydrothermal vents. First, the continuous presence of water puts thermodynamic
limits on the condensation reactions that are required for polymerization of monomers. Furthermore,
high concentrations of salt and divalent cations at vents or tide pools impose osmotic stresses on
membranous compartments. Life today has evolved complex homeostatic mechanisms to regulate cell
volume by actively pumping osmotically active ions and thereby maintain transmembrane sodium
and potassium gradients as noted by Mulkidjanian et al. [10].
These concerns led to consideration of an alternative scenario that life began in fresh water
hydrothermal fields subject to cycles of dehydration and hydration as outlined by Deamer and
Georgiou [30]. To summarize briefly, given a process that could synthesize functional polymers,
the polymers become enclosed within compartments, referred to as protocells, in order to prevent
dispersion into a bulk aqueous phase. The polymers would resemble RNA and peptides, as well as
possible complexes of RNA and peptides. The boundary membranes of protocellular compartments
must be selectively permeable to permit access to nutrients from the surrounding environment.
A single protocell containing random polymers cannot evolve biologically relevant functions in
isolation. Instead, a combinatorial process is necessary to generate large populations of protocells,
test the functional fitness of encapsulated systems of polymers, and permit these polymers to be
expressed in later cycles of the population. The transition to life is a continuum, along which the
synthesis of functional polymers moves beyond physical self-assembly and comes under the control of
an autonomous set of molecular processes driven by instructions, itself subject to replication, mutation
and propagation through generations of protocells.
6. Linking Chemical Reactions to the Physical Properties of Hydrothermal Pools
Hydrothermal pools may contain mixtures of organic solutes, some of which are potential
monomers, and others capable of forming membranous vesicles. During the evaporation that drives the
dehydration phase of a cycle, layers of lipid membranes form films on mineral surfaces at the pool edge
as the water level fluctuates. Amphiphilic molecules assemble into multilamellar structures in which
monomers are captured between the lipid bilayers [31]. Figure 7, bottom inset shows the multilamellar
character of one such amphiphile, in this case anhydrous phosphatidylcholine. The concentrated
monomers (shown in red) are organized within a two-dimensional reaction space, and reduced water
activity drives condensation reactions in which water becomes a leaving group, resulting in synthesis
of ester bonds and peptide bonds, the primary links of biopolymers today. Assuming that amino
acids and nucleotides are among the potential reactants [32], the synthesis of peptide bonds and
phosphodiesters will occur and this has recently been demonstrated in laboratory simulations [33–37].
By chance, some of the polymers will have functions that are relevant to selection as components
of protocells.
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and combinatorial selection of large numbers of polymers encapsulated in glassware. A natural
kinetic trap of the kind described above may have supported some version of these powerful
laboratory demonstrations of molecular evolution and brought an RNA World, or perhaps more
likely, an RNA-Protein World, into existence.
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A predecessor would therefore possess a subset of these adaptations. The microbial mats observed
at Gallery Hill (Figure 8, center) are suggestive of intermediate form between an earlier ancestor and a
marine stromatolite. However, it should be noted that microbial communities as represented by living
examples today as well as in the earliest fossil record arose long after LUCA, the last universal common
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ancestor. The path from an early form of life to autonomous cellular structures defined as LUCA is not
expected to be tree-like, but will more likely resemble the shrub metaphor of Doolittle [53].
A gel phase (Figure 8, left) can retain moisture and concentrate nutrients, providing for the
emergence, testing and sharing of polymer functions such as membrane stabilization and pores
required for solute transport in and out of protocells. With nutrient solute transport come opportunities
to support primitive metabolic processes within protocells. A gel is also an ideal venue for protocell
competition [54,55]. Furthermore, a gel would tend to retain the components of disrupted protocells,
thereby selecting for surviving protocells that can absorb these in a primitive form of heterotrophy.
A gel would also help to maintain a collective transmembrane solute balance, thereby protecting
all its member protocells against osmotic stress. Lastly, a gel would be subject to group selection in
which a metabolic product or functional innovation from one protocell would diffuse throughout the
gel, benefiting the entire population suggesting an early pattern resembling horizontal gene transfer,
central to microbial evolution today.
I propose that the protocell gel phase is a candidate progenote as described by Woese and Fox [56,57],
in which its member protocells are engaged in the collective process of evolving the relationship between
genotype and phenotype. As individual protocells gradually accumulate and internalize proto-genomic
functions, they will develop more autonomous phenotypic expression. A new evolutionary phase of
the progenote will arise when member protocells can enzymatically replicate encapsulated genomic
and functional polymers and pass them on to daughter cells without depending on dehydration
synthesis. The resulting speciation and specialization of increasingly independent protocells will lead
to communities becoming robust to steeper gradients of environmental pressures. Some individual
protocells will eventually become advanced enough to survive and reproduce independent of their
source community, passing an important milestone on the continuum to life. Wider distribution and
direct competition between free-living cells will drive this early life along the long winding road
to LUCA.
8. The Adaptive Radiation of the Progenote
A protocell gel progenote possesses one more property that supports its central role in the origin
of life: mobility. As soon as the components cycling in a hydrothermal “origin pool” (Figure 9,
upper) reach a steady state incorporating a kinetic trap, they will give rise to a robust, growing
and adaptable progenote. This has the potential to be distributed (Figure 9, center left) as a raft,
transported by gravity downstream in its hydrated phase, or as a film detached by wind from mineral
surfaces and dispersed in the dry phase. Distribution is essential because the initial sustaining
‘Goldilocks’ conditions at the origin pool may not persist. When they arrive at new aqueous venues
dispersed throughout the geological context of an Archaean volcanic island (Figure 9, lower), progenote
aggregates will continue to undergo adaptive radiation by responding to environmental pressures and
accumulating innovations through individual and group selection. Innovations will be continuously
mixed and shared by combining functions from different gel aggregates. The lower figure insets
illustrate some informed guesses as to the effect of various geological venues in the downhill journey
of the progenote as it evolves toward the living microbial communities which ultimately build the
stromatolites so abundant in the earliest fossil record. This unified view of chemical and geological
contexts completes a high level treatment of the terrestrial origin of life hypothesis, offered as a model to
the astrobiology community.
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Figure 9. Overview of the unified chemical (Upper) and geological (Lower) contexts and their
Figure 9. Overview of the unified chemical (Upper) and geological (Lower) contexts and their interface
interface through protocell gel progenote distribution (Center) comprises the model of the terrestrial
through protocell gel progenote distribution (Center) comprises the model of the terrestrial origin of
origin of life hypothesis.
life hypothesis.

9. Summary of Novel Features and Testable Predictions of the Model
The novel features of the model are summarized below, each carrying predictions that can be
subject to testing by experimentalists:
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A kinetic trap cycling polymers through coupled phases of hydration and dehydration will
produce large numbers of random molecular systems synthesized between dehydrated lipid
lamellae (Figure 9, upper left), which become encapsulated within large numbers of lipid
compartments (protocells).
Combinatorial selection of encapsulated functional polymers will be observed within this kinetic
trap. The initial selection criterion will be the ability of encapsulated polymers to enhance
the stability of their membranous compartments, which will be tested in the hydrous phase
(Figure 9, upper right).
During dehydration, stable protocells will crowd together with concentrated solutes forming
a third, gel phase (Figure 9, center) which provides a protective environment. Interaction of
protocells within the gel will enable early forms of metabolism, competition, and sharing of
functions and products across the gel.
These three phases will provide continuous resources and subject molecular systems to a variety
of selective pressures, driving the system to surmount hurdles to achieve stepwise molecular
evolution of new functions.
Pure self assembly and random synthesis will enable the initial stages of the model, but
eventually, active functions expressed through sets of robust, heritable proto-genomic
instructions will enable Darwinian evolution to take hold.
Degradation rates of synthesized polymers will set upper bounds on the permitted dwell
time within each phase suggesting the necessity of reliable, repetitive fluid refilling typical of
hydrothermal fields. Expressing a pattern emerging later as the life cycle, degraded polymers
and other inert byproducts must be periodically reused or expelled and functional systems
continually re-synthesized through proto-genomic blueprints drawing from solute sources
(Figure 9, upper right).
A candidate protocell gel progenote capable of growth and evolutionary adaptation will emerge
and become robust to distribution to a variety of watery venues in a plausible Archaean volcanic
landscape. Extensive laboratory growth, testing, and analysis of such progenotes will provide
insight to possible pathways to the first microbial communities and viable free-living cells.

10. Conclusions
A field trip in Western Australia to venues ranging from living marine stromatolites to inland
Archaean stromatolite fossil localities tested the coupled phases scenario for an origin of life. A novel
terrestrial origin of life hypothesis was developed through the unification of chemical and geological
settings. The model is centered upon the insight into a protocell gel progenote, a candidate common
ancestor of microbial communities. It seems inescapable that very soon after the first robust protocells
emerged, they became communal. Primitive protocells floating free in the Archaean environment
would be unlikely to survive, while selection would favor the protective, nutritional and collaborative
advantages of a protocell gel progenote. This progenote is a model for an amphibious, communal
aggregate of protocells that preceded LUCA, a much more highly evolved population of cells able
to independently support their own metabolism and reproduction. The progenote described here
represents a common pool, or roots from which the earliest inhabitants of the tree of life emerged.
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